Adding It Up: Helping Children Learn Mathematics, a report published by the National Research Council in 2001, is a summary of the work of a committee of members from diverse backgrounds who reviewed and synthesized relevant research on mathematics learning from Pre-Kindergarten through Grade 8 [National Research Council (NRC), 2001, p. ix].

The committee chose the term “mathematical proficiency” to capture what it means for anyone to learn mathematics successfully. Mathematical proficiency is broken down into the following five components, or strands:

- **Conceptual understanding**—Comprehension of mathematical concepts, operations, and relations
- **Procedural fluency**—Skill in carrying out procedures flexibly, accurately, efficiently, and appropriately
- **Strategic competence**—Ability to formulate, represent, and solve mathematical problems
- **Adaptive reasoning**—Capacity for logical thought, reflection, explanation, and justification
- **Productive disposition**—Habitual inclination to see mathematics as sensible, useful, and worthwhile, coupled with a belief in diligence and one’s own efficacy

In the short summary of the longer report, these strands are termed **understanding, computing, applying, reasoning, and engaging** (NRC, 2002).

The most important observation the committee makes and stresses is that the **five strands are interwoven and interdependent in the development of proficiency in mathematics** [NRC, 2001, p. 116]. The information on the research base for *Math Expressions* is organized around these five strands.
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Background

*Math Expressions* is based on the research results of the *Children’s Math Worlds (CMW)* research project. Both the program and the research have a focus on conceptual understanding intertwined with the other components of math proficiency. Dr. Karen C. Fuson, now professor emeritus of learning sciences at Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, is the principal investigator of *CMW* and author of *Math Expressions*.

In this complete K–5 curriculum, Grades K and 1 consist of completely integrated units. Grades 2–5 employ longer units that focus on and relate word problems, computation, algebra, and data. Each unit in Grades 2–5 is followed by a mini-unit that focuses on geometry or measurement and uses previously learned mathematics. This organization is a result of teacher and student feedback during the *CMW* research project.

At each grade level, the program includes a two-volume Teacher’s Guide, two consumable Student Activity Books, two consumable Homework and Remembering Workbooks, a Teacher’s Resource Book, an Assessment Guide, MathBoards, and various specially designed manipulatives and other learning materials.

*CMW* classroom research with teachers identified five crucial components of a classroom that develop mathematical understanding, competence, and confidence. The components—Building Concepts, Math Talk, Student Leaders, Quick Practice, and Building Community—interact synergistically in the classroom. Implementing these components enables children from all backgrounds to learn mathematics.
THE *MATH EXPRESSIONS* PHILOSOPHY

*Math Expressions* was developed to meet the national need for a balanced program that can:

- Combine a reform math program focus on understanding with a more traditional program focus on skill

- Use an approach that emphasizes in-depth, sustained learning of core grade-level concepts (rather than a spiral curriculum that does not support conceptual understanding and fluency)

- Expand the types of word problems to include those solved by students in other countries

- Use math drawings made by students and research-based visual representations in each math domain to support student understanding and class discussion of mathematical thinking

- Find and use computational algorithms that relate easily to common U.S. algorithms but that can also be understood and used more easily by students

- Start at the students’ level and continually elicit their thinking, but provide visual and linguistic supports that all children understand

- Bring all children to fluency in the core elementary computational topics while still incorporating important parts of other mathematical topics

Among the key research factors influencing the program are: the power of student drawings to express math thinking and support math discussions, the kinds of algorithms that fit student thinking and relate easily to current methods, developmental sequences of student strategies in math domains, student conceptual language, visual representations to support understanding, and types of word problems. Features of the program that reflect this research include coherent in-depth curricular learning paths, ongoing interactions between individual and whole-class learning, differentiated instruction within whole-class activities, and research-based models, strategies, and algorithms that help all students.
Math Expressions is the only U.S. curriculum developed using the methods of learning science design research. Work was done in classrooms for at least four to five years on major topics at each grade level, with continual revision of the teaching/learning materials. The goal was to identify supported learning paths through major math domains that could be coherently woven across grades. The research tasks included:

- Analyzing real-world mathematical situations to help curriculum developers and teachers select problems and examples that ensure both the understanding of the general math principles at work and of the real-world situation itself
- Analyzing formal mathematical language and notation to identify difficulties that need to be addressed with pedagogical supports and classroom discussion
- Developing meaningful real-world situations and visual supports that can facilitate interest and accessibility
- Identifying meaningful language that can connect to the formal mathematical language (e.g., “break-apart partners” for addends, “unmultiplying” for dividing)
- Identifying typical student solution methods and learning paths through a domain to more-advanced solution methods
- Developing accessible algorithms that relate to common algorithms but that all students can understand and explain
- Identifying typical student errors and how to overcome them
- Choosing drawn quantity representations that can facilitate understanding of the domain situations or quantities
- Monitoring grade-level placements of, and approaches to, important topics around the world
- Writing teaching materials in a “learn while teaching” style that enables teachers to learn new ways of teaching and new solution methods
- Developing classroom activity structures that can be used repeatedly with different math topics to cut down on classroom management issues

One of the most important goals of developing Math Expressions is to facilitate the building of a teaching-learning community in the math classroom. In such a learning environment, students are made to feel safe, trusted, and validated—they feel like contributing community members. In such classrooms, competence and confidence will develop hand in hand. Teachers must help all students learn how to interact both autonomously and interdependently, creating a learning community in which all members are learners and teachers.

Overall, Math Expressions was designed to lead all students to mathematical proficiency by addressing all five strands determined by the National Research Council: conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, strategic competence, adaptive reasoning, and productive disposition.
CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING

The CMW research spanned ten years, working with teachers, students, parents, and administrators to identify learning approaches accessible to all children. Built on the best of traditional and reform mathematics instruction, Math Expressions encourages connective teaching and math modeling (mathematical words and symbols linked to meaningful referents).

The research-based solution methods that are taught in the program help move students quickly to accurate and rapid-enough methods that are within the research-based learning path. Evidence indicates that understanding and skill do not develop separately but are continually intertwined. For example, it is more effective to intertwine student work on word and numerical problems than to do numerical problems separately first.

In Math Expressions, the teacher demonstrates and explains, but also encourages students to do the same, assisting them in learning productive roles in each classroom activity structure. Meaning-making activities build initial understanding, while additional practice encourages fluency. Math Expressions students use activity sheets and do homework, but initial work has visual learning supports that help students link their initial knowledge to the formal math. Students make math drawings initially to help them build understanding and support their explanations of their solution methods. Individual problem solving is encouraged, with help available from both peers and the teacher.
PROCEDURAL FLUENCY

*Math Expressions* constructs ladders for student learning, based on the best of established instruction and extended through new reform methods. Through practice, individual problem solving, worksheets, and homework, students develop mathematical fluency. As they develop this fluency, they are aided by the teacher, by their peers, by “home helpers,” and by their continued use of meaningful math drawings and accessible algorithms to keep their understandings related to their increasingly fluent work.

Traditional programs teach the common algorithms—multi-step computational methods—that many adults may remember learning when they were in school. Some reform programs introduce alternative algorithms, some of which support understanding and fluency and some of which do not. *Math Expressions* instead uses accessible algorithms identified or developed during extensive classroom research. These new research-based algorithms relate readily to common algorithms, but they are more accessible to students. These methods help students build understanding of the central mathematical ideas involved in each kind of computation and notation. Students using *Math Expressions* make drawings of the math quantities and explain their methods to other students by relating their numerical steps to steps in their math drawings. *Math Expressions* always relates its own student-friendly algorithms to common methods, students’ own methods, and methods from students’ homes to facilitate discussion and understanding in the classroom.

*Math Expressions* does this for several reasons. First, our research has shown that students prefer to use different algorithms. Furthermore, having more than one algorithm allows students to discuss the concepts behind them, as well as their advantages and disadvantages. This approach allows all students to find, use, understand, and explain algorithms that work for them. Less-advanced students typically choose and use one algorithm. Other students may use and be able to explain more than one while becoming fluent with at least one. Students stop making math drawings whenever they can explain their numerical methods without drawings (they may still be asked to make math drawings when they explain their methods to other students). These visual supports, along with meaningful place-value language, enable everyone to participate in Math Talk. The use of mathematically general accessible algorithms enables all students to understand and become fluent.
STRATEGIC COMPETENCE

In Math Expressions, strategic competence is developed from the beginning by starting with real-world situations and their word-problem counterparts, and continually weaving these situations into other work.

During class, the teacher models the mathematizing—focusing on mathematical structure and relationships—that is the key to strategic competence. The teacher approaches math from students’ points of view by eliciting their thinking and rich language use. The use of both common informal and formal mathematical language helps students develop the vocabulary needed to express their growing understanding, and also helps them link drawings to written math notation to facilitate math modeling. Reflection, discussion, and analysis during class are facilitated by the use of meaningful math drawings, which allow teachers to interpret students’ thinking and errors. During this process, students continually develop and share their own language, questions, and problems with the class. In turn, problems will become accessible to all students through multiple levels of access. Such a classroom is called the referential classroom, because of the numerous visual and language referents for the formal mathematical ideas.

The process of using and validating students’ own language and experiences while connecting them to standard language and symbols facilitates listening, speaking, writing, and helping competencies, in addition to improving math skill.

In Math Expressions, the use of visual representations to support conceptual understanding is pervasive. Initially, in many areas, special manipulatives are used. But, with the exception of Kindergarten, the program rapidly moves to the use of math drawings in different conceptual areas. Math drawings support Math Talk because they can be done on the board for everyone to see during explanations of math thinking. They leave a record of students’ thinking during class work and homework so teachers can get a feel for student approaches and errors and what still needs to be discussed. They eliminate logistical and cost issues that arise with manipulatives and provide continual experience with two-dimensional spatial thinking. They allow students to take pride in drawings they produce and they help reduce attention-consuming issues (fiddling, dropping things, off-task work, etc.). Math drawings focus on core math ideas and structures, and they provide experiences with fundamental math notations and concepts such as length and area. They also make it easier to link the meanings in the drawing to numerical problems and computations. Such links can be made with circles, arrows, or other symbols.
In *Math Expressions*, word problems are continually intertwined with computational learning. As a result, students from all backgrounds are able to solve an ambitious and carefully chosen trajectory of word problem types across the grades. This algebraic approach to word problem solving involves two steps:

1. **Use visual math models.**

   Read to comprehend the situation and make a math drawing (draw a math model) if it will help. Students also retell problems in their own words and explain their solutions, linking their drawings to elements in the problem.

   Students first make their own math drawings by focusing on the mathematical aspects of the situation and by using circles or other simple shapes to show the situation.

   They are then introduced to research-based accessible math models for each type of word problem situation. These models also relate to or are math notations such as equations, areas, or tables.

   Our visual models reflect the different meanings of = in different types of word problem situations:

   - = can mean “becomes” or “is identical to” or “is the same amount as.”

   These different meanings of = traditionally have been the source of difficulties in algebra, so understanding them thoroughly is important.

2. **Develop embedded numbers and learn subtraction as unknown addition and division as unknown multiplication.**

   Solving the more difficult word problem types such as \( 8 + ? = 14 \) (“I had 8 mangoes and got some more. Now I have 14. How many mangoes did I get?”) requires that students can conceptualize 14 as being made from 8 and 6. We begin in Kindergarten by developing understanding of such “break-apart partners” hiding inside a number. The first equation introduced in Kindergarten is of the form \( 5 = 3 + 2 \) (5 can be made from 3 and 2). Students explore all of the break-apart partners (addends) that make a given number. This is common in many other countries, but is often not emphasized in the United States.

   Students find eight true equations for a given triad of numbers, rather than just the usual four in a “fact family.” So for 7, 3, and 10, students generate and discuss the equations with only one number on the left (\( 10 = 7 + 3, 10 = 3 + 7, 3 = 10 – 7, 7 = 10 – 3 \)) as well as the usual four equations with one number on the right (\( 7 + 3 = 10, 3 + 7 = 10, 10 – 7 = 3, 10 – 3 = 7 \)).
ADAPTIVE REASONING

In *Math Expressions*, competency and fluency in mathematics do not come through problem solving and written practice alone. One of the most important aspects of this program is developing a collaborative Math Talk culture of understanding, explaining, questioning, and helping.

During this program’s research stage, students’ effective language and solution methods (e.g., division is “unmultiplying”) were gathered and woven into the learning materials. We found that continual focus on sense making and on helping and explaining within a classroom community facilitated language development, competence, and confidence.

In the *Math Expressions* classroom, learning occurs within a supportive, cognitive, and emotional environment in which help is available both from the teacher and from peers. This is called connected knowing. Similarly, opportunities for separate knowing are encouraged, so that students can modify or improve others’ ideas in a respectful, sensitive, and helpful way. The “de-bugging” of errors helps everyone—student and teacher—learn more deeply.

Math Talk connects to math drawings and story situations to help students learn math both visually and orally. As students come to understand mathematical actions and the use of meaningful math drawings, they also practice and become proficient in verbalizing these understandings. Students often explain their thinking by describing aspects of their own math drawings. They analyze each other’s different methods of solving problems and help each other understand by explaining their way of thinking about a problem or procedure. In this classroom, all teachers are learners and all students are learners, as well as teachers of themselves and their peers.

*Math Expressions* introduces a Solve, Explain, Question, and Justify classroom structure in which students make math drawings at the board along with their numerical solution method. Then, two or three students explain their methods while other students ask questions to stimulate more complete and adapted explanations. The teacher facilitates from the side or the back of the room to increase the amount of direct student-to-student dialogue. Initially, for any new math topic, the teacher may also need to model full explanations of some methods and help students explain more fully. Each Teacher’s Guide also contains sample questions, explanations, and student-teacher dialogue to help teachers build a more advanced Math Talk classroom.
### Levels of Math Talk Learning Community: Teacher and Student Action Trajectories

#### Components of the Math Talk Learning Community

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Questioning</th>
<th>B. Explaining Math Thinking</th>
<th>C. Source of Math Ideas</th>
<th>D. Responsibility for Learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shift from teacher as questioner to students and teacher as questioners.</strong></td>
<td>Students increasingly explain and articulate their math ideas.</td>
<td>Shift from teacher as the source of all math ideas to students’ ideas also influencing direction of lesson.</td>
<td>Students increasingly take responsibility for learning and evaluation of others and self. Math sense becomes the criterion for evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teacher is the only questioner. Short, frequent questions function to keep students listening and paying attention to the teacher.</strong></td>
<td>Minimal or no teacher elicitation of student thinking, strategies, or explanations; teacher expects answer-focused responses. Teacher may tell answers.</td>
<td>Teacher is physically at the board, usually chalk in hand, telling and showing students how to do math. Students respond to math presented by the teacher. They do not offer their own math ideas.</td>
<td>Teacher repeats student responses (originally directed to him/her) for the class. Teacher responds to students’ answers by verifying the correct answer or showing the correct method. Students are passive listeners; they attempt to imitate the teacher and do not take responsibility for the learning of their peers or themselves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teacher questions begin to focus on student thinking and focus less on answers. Teacher begins to ask follow-up questions about student methods and answers. Teacher is still the only questioner.</strong></td>
<td>Students give short answers and respond to the teacher only. No student-to-student Math Talk.</td>
<td>Teacher follows up on explanations and builds on them by asking students to compare and contrast them. Teacher is comfortable using student errors as opportunities for learning. Students exhibit confidence about their ideas and share their own thinking and strategies even if they are different from others. Student ideas sometimes guide the direction of the math lesson.</td>
<td>Teacher encourages student responsibility for understanding the mathematical ideas of others. Teacher asks other students questions about student work and whether they agree or disagree and why. Students listen and begin to understand one another. When the teacher requests, they explain other students’ ideas in their own words. Helping involves clarifying other students’ ideas for themselves and others. Students imitate and model teacher’s probing in pair work and in whole-class discussions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teacher continues to ask probing questions and also asks more open questions. He/she also facilitates student-to-student talk by asking students to be prepared to ask questions about other students’ work. Students ask questions of one another’s work on the board, often at the prompting of the teacher. Students listen to one another so they do not repeat questions.</strong></td>
<td>Teacher probes student thinking somewhat. One or two strategies may be elicited. Teacher may fill in explanations him/herself. Students give information about their math thinking, usually probed by the teacher (minimal volunteering of thoughts). They provide brief descriptions of their thinking.</td>
<td>Teacher encourages students to take responsibility for each other’s work and thinking. Teacher allows students to help one another sort out misconceptions, and helps and/or follows up when needed. Students listen to understand, then initiate clarifying other students’ work and ideas for themselves and for others during whole-class discussions as well as in small group and pair work. Students assist each other in understanding and correcting errors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teacher probes more deeply to learn about student thinking and supports detailed descriptions from students. Teacher welcomes and elicits multiple strategies. Students usually give information, mostly probed by the teacher with some volunteering of thoughts. They begin to stake a position and articulate more information in response to probes. They explain steps in their thinking by providing fuller descriptions and begin to defend their answers and methods. Other students listen supportively.</strong></td>
<td>Teacher probes more deeply to learn about student thinking and supports detailed descriptions from students. Teacher welcomes and elicits multiple strategies. Students usually give information, mostly probed by the teacher with some volunteering of thoughts. They begin to stake a position and articulate more information in response to probes. They explain steps in their thinking by providing fuller descriptions and begin to defend their answers and methods. Other students listen supportively.</td>
<td>Teacher encourages students to take responsibility for each other’s work and thinking. Teacher allows students to help one another sort out misconceptions, and helps and/or follows up when needed. Students listen to understand, then initiate clarifying other students’ work and ideas for themselves and for others during whole-class discussions as well as in small group and pair work. Students assist each other in understanding and correcting errors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teacher continues to ask probing questions and also asks more open questions. He/she also facilitates student-to-student talk by asking students to be prepared to ask questions about other students’ work. Students ask questions of one another’s work on the board, often at the prompting of the teacher. Students listen to one another so they do not repeat questions.</strong></td>
<td>Teacher expects students to ask one another questions about their work. The teacher’s questions still may guide the discourse. <strong>Student-to-student talk is student-initiated, not dependent on the teacher. Students ask questions and listen to responses. Many questions are “why” questions that require justification from the person answering. Students repeat their own or others’ questions until satisfied with answers.</strong></td>
<td>Teacher encourages students to take responsibility for each other’s work and thinking. Teacher allows students to help one another sort out misconceptions, and helps and/or follows up when needed. Students listen to understand, then initiate clarifying other students’ work and ideas for themselves and for others during whole-class discussions as well as in small group and pair work. Students assist each other in understanding and correcting errors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teacher probes more deeply to learn about student thinking and supports detailed descriptions from students. Teacher welcomes and elicits multiple strategies. Students usually give information, mostly probed by the teacher with some volunteering of thoughts. They begin to stake a position and articulate more information in response to probes. They explain steps in their thinking by providing fuller descriptions and begin to defend their answers and methods. Other students listen supportively.</strong></td>
<td>Teacher continues to ask probing questions and also asks more open questions. He/she also facilitates student-to-student talk by asking students to be prepared to ask questions about other students’ work. Students ask questions of one another’s work on the board, often at the prompting of the teacher. Students listen to one another so they do not repeat questions.</td>
<td>Teacher encourages students to take responsibility for each other’s work and thinking. Teacher allows students to help one another sort out misconceptions, and helps and/or follows up when needed. Students listen to understand, then initiate clarifying other students’ work and ideas for themselves and for others during whole-class discussions as well as in small group and pair work. Students assist each other in understanding and correcting errors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teacher probes more deeply to learn about student thinking and supports detailed descriptions from students. Teacher welcomes and elicits multiple strategies. Students usually give information, mostly probed by the teacher with some volunteering of thoughts. They begin to stake a position and articulate more information in response to probes. They explain steps in their thinking by providing fuller descriptions and begin to defend their answers and methods. Other students listen supportively.</strong></td>
<td>Teacher encourages students to take responsibility for each other’s work and thinking. Teacher allows students to help one another sort out misconceptions, and helps and/or follows up when needed. Students listen to understand, then initiate clarifying other students’ work and ideas for themselves and for others during whole-class discussions as well as in small group and pair work. Students assist each other in understanding and correcting errors.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Levels of Math Talk Learning Community

**Overview of shift among Levels 0–3:**
- **Level 0:** Traditional teacher-directed classroom with brief answer responses from students.
- **Level 1:** Teacher beginning to pursue student mathematical thinking. Teacher plays central role in the Math Talk community.
- **Level 2:** Teacher modeling and helping students build new roles. Some co-teaching and co-learning begins as student-to-student talk increases. Teacher physically begins to move to side or back of room.
- **Level 3:** Teacher as co-teacher and co-learner. Teacher monitors all that occurs, still fully engaged.

---

### Shifts in Teacher Expectations and Student Actions

- **A. Questioning**
- **B. Explaining Math Thinking**
- **C. Source of Math Ideas**
- **D. Responsibility for Learning**
PRODUCTIVE DISPOSITION

Many aspects of the *Math Expressions* program support the crucial building of a productive disposition. The years of classroom research that underlie *Math Expressions* developed learning paths of supports and student strategies. These supports and strategies can move students from their initial knowledge to fluency with and understanding of formal mathematical methods and notation. *Math Expressions* works to facilitate the learning of general school competencies, to mobilize home-school links, and to build a helping community within the classroom. It sets high-level mathematical goals for all students and concentrates on prerequisite competencies to bring all children to mastery.

For all major grade-level topics, *Math Expressions* starts at the student’s level and continually elicits their thinking, provides visual and linguistic supports to move them rapidly to understanding, and ends with extended fluency practice while continuing the emphasis on understanding and explaining. The curriculum is organized into ambitious core grade-level topics, cumulative experiencing, and peer helping throughout the year to bring students to a higher mathematical level. Meaning-focused classroom activities help students build knowledge and skills and move through developmental progressions to more efficient and general methods. Throughout, teachers use assessment results to adapt their teaching and to help students focus their learning.

*Math Expressions* also works to increase the self-regulatory actions of students, so they can become more organized (such as by doing work neatly and regularly completing homework) as well as set learning goals and carry out a plan to meet those goals. As they progress throughout the year, students increasingly come to recognize when they need to ask for help and to reflect on their own progress to affirm how much they have learned.

Mobilizing home-school links is essential to student success in any classroom, and it is an important part of the *Math Expressions* curriculum. Designating a “home helper” to monitor and help with daily homework is beneficial and easy—much of the homework is familiar to families and most is similar to that experienced by the student in the classroom. Teachers also provide home games and activities so students can learn and practice prerequisite competencies and knowledge skills.

Put together, all these teaching/learning methods culminate during daily Quick Practice activities in the classroom, which provide opportunity and structure for developing student leadership. Students work individually or with partners to build prerequisite skills and bring new skills to fluency. Eventually, all students take on leadership roles within the Quick Practice activities. Acting as a leader develops confidence in every student, regardless of ability level. Through these roles, students gradually assume more responsibility for the learning that takes place in the classroom.

A key aspect of this program is that everyone is both a teacher and a learner. Students learn how to be helpful members of a math community as they work and talk together. The classroom accepts each student’s cultural world as part of this collaborative math learning.
National Science Foundation Research Results Reflected in Math Expressions

THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

For more than fifty years, the National Science Foundation (NSF) has solicited and funded research on mathematics, science, engineering, and technology. Since the early 1980s NSF has led the way in encouraging mathematics curricula focused on inquiry and understanding by supporting the “cultivation of a research base for implementing innovative elementary mathematics...reform strategies,” and has sought out “sound, innovative, promising, high risk/high payoff ideas that advance knowledge.”

NSF receives approximately 40,000 applications per year. Researchers and educators submitting research proposals to the agency must address, in a significant way, several areas in order to be funded by the agency:

• Development of new knowledge, new tools, and innovative interpretations that enable significant impacts on policies and practices, thereby improving learning by students and whole systems

• Practices that grow the capacity of institutions to scale up and sustain change or best practices at all levels of education

• Professional development of the instructional workforce

• Contributions to the body of research already in existence on the topic

Research proposals are reviewed by a team of advisers, considered experts in their fields, from both inside and outside NSF. The advisory group, which focuses on program directions as well as specific proposals, involves approximately 50,000 advisers each year. Funding is dispersed over a period of time and well-defined milestones are required in order for support from NSF to continue.

THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION GRANTS THAT FUNDED THE DEVELOPMENT OF MATH EXPRESSIONS

The research behind the Children’s Math Worlds (CMW) research project, from which the Math Expressions program was developed, was funded by two research grants and one materials development grant from NSF. The CMW research project is the only NSF elementary curriculum that was supported by both kinds of grants and that was progressively refined with at least four cycles of revision at each grade level. Research results on separate math topic areas were used immediately and directly within the developing program. They then were revised over years to adapt to a wide range of students, teachers, and schools, and to increasingly integrate across grades and math topic areas to create a highly coherent Kindergarten through Grade 5 program.

The three NSF grants from 1993 to 2003 were coordinated to fund a continuing program of research and materials development designed to enable all children, including those most at risk of mathematical failure, to learn mathematics that is substantially more advanced than is usual in this country. The first two years of research were primarily in urban English- and Spanish-language classrooms, but the final eight years expanded to include students from middle- and high-income families in suburban schools,
students from many cultural backgrounds, and many native English speakers as well as students learning English. The CMW research identified developmental progressions of children’s solution methods in many math topic areas that could be used as a basis for designing instructional materials. In collaboration with classroom teachers, the project developed a new teaching-learning approach called Mathematics Equity Pedagogy, which is used with student math drawings and Math Talk. This pedagogy permits children to learn a higher than ordinary level of mathematics by starting at students’ current level and building ladders to mathematical concepts, symbols, and methods through students’ use of language and meaningful math models that they draw and discuss. The goal was to develop materials that will work with the whole range of children in the United States, while ensuring success with those groups that have been underrepresented in math and science occupations.

The teaching materials were developed from the extensive research base on student thinking, and the CMW project continually contributed to that research base. The program’s frameworks facilitate student and teacher learning. The needs of the less-advanced and the more-advanced learners were balanced by working on ambitious mathematical topics in the grade levels at which they are taught in other countries, but the CMW research identified research-based ladders of support to help less-advanced learners progress. The development of the extensive use of student math drawings and Math Talk enables students at various levels to work on and discuss the same mathematical concepts at the same time.

Additional work developed balanced paths through single-digit and multi-digit addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fraction, data, geometry, and measurement understandings for all students. An in-depth ambitious algebraic approach to word problems follows a learning path across the grades and continually is coordinated with understanding of and development of fluency with computation. Research-based strategies and accessible algorithms are taught so that all students can learn. Students also develop and explain their own strategies. The research-based accessible algorithms relate easily to common algorithms, which are also discussed. In all math topic areas, students make math drawings and engage in Math Talk to build understandings and linguistic competence and confidence. Students also engage in carefully designed progressions to build fluency. Daily Quick Practice activities are often conducted by student leaders, and students engage in various helping roles within the classroom community.

In all topic areas, the research focused on building a detailed map of the development of student strategies and errors, and how the project could support more advanced strategies and reduce errors. It was successful in doing this in major areas of the elementary math curriculum. Papers summarizing these results are listed in the final section of this document (p.22).

This brief summary includes results in two math topic areas: children’s single-digit multiplication strategies and fraction concepts and computation.
For multiplication, the project discovered that student learning and conceptual development in multiplication is quite different from that in addition and subtraction. In addition and subtraction, student strategy development is driven mainly by general conceptual developments resulting from experience in adding and subtracting. A relatively invariant worldwide sequence of general strategies exists; this sequence reflects increasing internalization, abbreviation, and abstraction. However, this project’s research on multiplication had quite different results. It indicated that multiplication strategy development is primarily driven by the acquisition of a large number of cognitive resources that are associated with specific numerical values. This then implies substantial school time to build this specific knowledge base with extra time for the most difficult numbers. These differing research results are reflected in the Math Expressions program. For addition and subtraction, students are helped to move through the worldwide sequence of solution strategies to those that are general and rapid enough to solve all single-digit addition and subtraction problems. For multiplication, students are helped to develop all the specific cognitive knowledge about particular numerical multiplications through an extensive set of coordinated conceptual and practice activities.

For fractions, research indicated that emphasizing the concept of unit fractions (1/D) as things in the world resulting from dividing into equal (D) shares helps students see fractions as quantities rather than as two numbers written with a bar between them. Adding, subtracting, and comparing fractions is then developed as adding, subtracting, and comparing combinations of unit fractions (e.g., 1/5 + 1/5 + 1/5 = 3/5). Equivalent fractions are developed as equivalence chains coming from two rows of the multiplication table, with any particular pairs of such equivalent fractions created by multiplying their ones column by their column number. Students can use the multiplication table to find equivalent fractions initially, enabling them to add and subtract fractions and mixed numbers with unlike denominators. This provides a conceptual basis for understanding that each fraction has many equivalent fractions generated by multiplying the top and bottom numbers in the fraction by the same number.

The work on multiplication and division of fractions enables students to discuss how these operations are like and different from the operations with whole numbers. Multiplying fractions involves multiplying numerators and denominators, but when the multiplying fraction is less than one, the initial number will decrease (rather than increase as with whole-number multiplication) because students are finding a part of it. Dividing fractions involves dividing numerators and denominators, and when the dividing fraction is less than one, the initial number will increase (rather than decrease as with whole-number division) because students are finding how many small parts are in it. This approach addresses major misconceptions about multiplication and division of fractions that have been found to be pervasive in students’ work and to interfere very heavily in their later work in algebra.

All fraction work uses number bar and number line length models. The project found that many students have great difficulty learning to use number line models correctly. However, number lines are part of mathematical notation, so they are gatekeeper knowledge. We have found that sustained work with number lines across all fraction operations enables most students to build mastery of this notation. Students using these approaches
have outscored U.S. students using traditional textbooks and have been equivalent to Chinese and Japanese students.

The project’s research on proportion, as with all earlier topics researched, addressed the core misconceptions and errors found in earlier research. In this case, students add rather than multiply when solving proportions. So the curriculum begins by having students work with the multiplication table, finding patterns in it. They then look at a range of multiplication situations as rate situations, making rate tables. Ratio situations are then seen as two rate situations that are linked. Students make rate tables and ratio tables by using vertical columns cut from a multiplication table. This approach grounds proportion heavily in multiplication, and research finds that very few students make addition errors. MT puzzles, four corners of a rectangle from the multiplication table, are also identified. These actually form a proportion. Students solve many such MT puzzles in which one number is missing. This draws on and helps develop their basic multiplication and division facts. Students also fill in scrambled multiplication tables in which the rows and columns have been disordered. Students at all levels love these MT puzzles and scrambled multiplication tables and work on them enthusiastically. This massive practice, and feedback from it, results in considerable improvement in students’ multiplication and division facts, as well as in their successful solving of proportion problems that are considerably more complex than those ordinarily solved by Grade 5 students.

When research began on ratio and proportion, proportion was one of the earliest hurdles to successful performance in middle school math. However, the research found that multiplication itself is a major hurdle. A surprising number of fourth and fifth graders from all backgrounds do not really understand multiplication or do not trust it enough to use it. They will add repeatedly even when they know the related multiplication fact. Others do not yet know their multiplication facts. This program’s approach to proportion simultaneously enables less-advanced students to learn and feel comfortable with multiplication while also learning to solve proportion problems. More advanced students learn multiple ways to solve rate and ratio situations.

This curriculum’s approaches to multi-digit multiplication, multi-digit division, fractions, ratio, and proportions work with both less advanced and more advanced students because they are all approached as additive multiplication. It has outlined students’ early conceptions of multiplication in four areas that are termed additive multiplication. Students can use their knowledge of addition to approach these domains initially, and then receive help in transitioning to a more advanced view involving multiplication perspectives. More advanced students begin with, learn, and relate multiplicative solution methods in all of these topic areas.

As with the topics for the earlier grades, research on more advanced topics in Grades 3, 4, and 5 developed and tested in urban and suburban classrooms bridges to mathematical concepts, symbols, and methods that used linguistic supports and meaningful drawn math models.

It found that the multiplication table itself is a helpful bridge, not only for the basic multiplications, but also for fractions and ratio. This use has high face validity with teachers and students, enabling a level of comfort with these challenging topics.
In all studies on particular core concept domains from Kindergarten through Grade 5, CMW students exceeded the performance of comparison groups by 10 percent to 40 percent and often were comparable to or exceeded the performance of students one to four years ahead. Specific research articles are organized by math topic area with summary comments in the last section of this document.

Over the research period, data was obtained on student performance on four different kinds of standardized tests. Performance of CMW students from Grades 1 through 5 exceeded that of students in the school who had previously used traditional textbooks.

Houghton Mifflin is working in partnership with early adopters of the program to obtain preliminary evidence of its effectiveness in its current Math Expressions form. These early learner verification studies are part of a larger research agenda, which includes pretest and posttest comparisons, matched comparison studies, and experimental and quasi-experimental designs. These research results will add to the large research base on successful design approaches and student learning paths, in particular mathematical topic areas that are reported in the papers in the last section of this framework.

*Math Expressions is the curriculum developed from the Children’s Math Worlds Research Project.*
Evaluation of the Impact of *Math Expressions* on Student Performance

Building on the NSF-funded research that author Karen Fuson conducted during the development of *Math Expressions*, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt is working in partnership with early adopters of the program to obtain additional evidence of its effectiveness. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt has contracted with an independent research firm to oversee data collection and complete the analysis of test scores and teacher responses to the survey. Results from these studies will be included in an updated version of *A Research-Based Framework for Math Expressions: Grades K–5*.

On the following pages are examples of improved achievement from school districts using *Math Expressions*. 
Hastings SD (MN)

District Demographics:
• Hastings School District located in Minnesota comprises of seven schools with a combined enrollment of 5,222.
• Student Ethnicities:
  American Indian/Alaska Native 1%
  Asian/Pacific Islander 2%
  African-American 2%
  Hispanic 2%
  White 93%
Period of Evaluation: 2008 (Baseline) to 2009
Measure: Minnesota Comprehensive Assessments-Series II (MCA-II)
Results:
• In one year of use, Grade 3 MCA-II scores increased from 76% at/above proficient to 85% at/above proficient—a 9% gain. This increased performance has remained since then, with 89% of students at/above proficient in 2009 for total increase of 13% in MCA-II scores since adopting Math Expressions.
• Over the course of three years, Grade 4 students using Math Expressions have also witnessed improved state scores, with the percentage of students at/above proficient reaching 85% in 2009—a 15% gain since adopting the program.

Woodbridge SD (DE)

District Demographics:
• Woodbridge School District, located in Bridgeville, DE comprises five schools with a combined enrollment of 2,032.
Student Ethnicities:
  Asian/Pacific Islander 1%
  African-American 32%
  Hispanic 13%
  White 53%
  Other 1%
  English Language Learners 6%
Free or Reduced Lunch: 57%
Period of Evaluation: 2007 (Baseline) to 2009
Measure: Delaware Student Testing Program (DSTP)
Results:
• In one year of use, Grade 3 DSTP scores increased from 65.82% at/above proficient to 85.62% at/above proficient—a 19.8% gain. This increased performance has remained since then, with 87.54% of students at/above proficient in 2009, for total increase of 21.7% in DSTP scores since adopting Math Expressions.
Chelmsford SD (MA)

District Demographics:
• Chelmsford School District in Massachusetts comprises of eight schools with a combined enrollment of 5,548.

Student Ethnicities:
Asian/Pacific Islander 9%
African-American 3%
Hispanic 2%
White 85%
Other 1%

Period of Evaluation: 2006 (Baseline) to 2009
Measure: Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS)

Results:
• After one year of use, Grade 3 MCAS scores increased from 63% at/above proficient to 75% at/above proficient—a 12% gain. This increased performance has remained since then, with 77% of students at/above proficient in 2009, for total increase of 14% in MCAS scores since adopting Math Expressions.
• In one year of use, Grade 5 MCAS scores increased from 51% at/above proficient, to 61% at/above proficient—a 10% gain. This increased performance has remained since then, with 66% of students at such levels in 2009.

Pittsfield SD (MA)

District Demographics:
• Pittsfield School District in Massachusetts comprises of 12 schools with a combined enrollment of 6,120.

Student Ethnicities:
American Indian/Alaska Native 1%
African-American 10%
Hispanic 6%
White 80%
Other 2%

Free or Reduced Lunch: 46%

Period of Evaluation: 2008 (Baseline) to 2009
Measure: Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS)

Results:
• At Grade 5, a dramatic increase in the number of students at/above proficient occurred with an increase of 11%, to 59% of students at such levels in 2009.
• Over the course of one year using Math Expressions, the number of students in Pittsfield School District at/above proficient on MCAS, increased at Grades 3 (3%) and 4 (2%), while across the state, the percentage of students at these levels decreased.
Williamsburg SD (VA)

District Demographics:
- Williamsburg SD located in Virginia comprises of eight schools with a combined enrollment of 10,539.

Student Ethnicities:
- Asian 3%
- African-American 21%
- Hispanic 5%
- White 69%
- Other 2%

Period of Evaluation: 2007 (Baseline) to 2009
Measure: Virginia Standards of Learning Test (VSLT)
Results:
- Over the course of two years using Math Expressions, the percentage of Grade 3 students meeting or exceeding acceptable levels, has increased by 5% to 95% of students achieving these levels in 2009.
- Over the same period of time, the number of students at Grade 4 at such levels has increased an amazing 15% with 91% of students performing at these levels in 2009.
- Additionally, a dramatic growth of 8% at Grade 5 has occurred during the two years of using Math Expressions, with 94% of students at/above proficiency in 2009.

Bellevue SD (WA)

District Demographics:

Student Ethnicities:
- Asian 26%
- African-American 3%
- Hispanic 8%
- White 55%
- Other 8%

Period of Evaluation: 2008 (Baseline) to 2009
Measure: Washington Assessment of Student Learning (WASL)
Results:
- At Grade 5, a dramatic increase of 9% over the course of one year led to 82% of students at/above proficient in 2009, compared to the statewide average of 62% of students at these levels.
Waupaca SD (WI)

District Demographics:
- Waupaca School District located in Wisconsin, comprises of five schools with a combined enrollment of 2,408.

Student Ethnicities:
- American Indian/Alaska Native 1%
- African-American 1%
- Hispanic 4%
- White 93%
- Other 1%

Free or Reduced Lunch: 30%

Period of Evaluation: 2007 (Baseline) to 2008

Measure: Wisconsin Student Achievement System, Wisconsin Knowledge and Concepts Examinations (WKCE)

Results:
- Over the course of one year using *Math Expressions*, Grade 3 students had dramatic improvement in math achievement, increasing almost 10% to 91% at/above proficient in 2008.
- At Grade 4, an increase of 6% occurred with 88% of students at/above proficient in 2008.
- At Grade 5, a similar increase of 8% occurred, leading to a total of 87% of students at/above proficient in 2008.

Source of assessment data: http://www2.dpi.state.wi.us/wsas/
Source of demographic data: MDR Data
Project References and the Nature of These Papers

The following papers describe 1) research on teaching and learning that provides part of the research base from which the Children’s Math Worlds Research Project (CMW) was developed and 2) research reports that document the individual design studies and their success with students. More research papers exist in draft and research summary form based on the intensive ten-year period of progressive refinement of the curriculum using extensive observations and feedback from teachers, and more papers will be written to summarize research results in other areas. The CMW program has been published as Math Expressions.

RESEARCH CONCERNING BROAD ASPECTS OF THE CMW CURRICULUM

A.


The above two articles describe central aspects of Math Expressions classrooms in action to create communication, confidence, and competence.

B.


In both of these articles, research concerning effective ways to teach computation and word problems is summarized. *Math Expressions* (K–5) draws from this research base, using the full range of word problem types found in many countries.

C.


This chapter describes aspects of the design of the *Math Expressions* program and the reasons for this design. Deep core, ambitious grade-level topics are chosen as the center of the curriculum at each grade level, and other topics are woven around these, permitting high levels of coherence within and across grades. Early research related to this topic is in K.C. Fuson; J. Stigler; and K. Bartsch. “Grade Placement of Addition and Subtraction Topics in China, Japan, the Soviet Union, Taiwan, and the United States.” *Journal for Research in Mathematics Education* 19:449–458.

D.

Professor Fuson served on the National Research Council’s Math Learning Committee that produced the report on K–8 math learning, *Adding It Up*, and its related summary *Helping Children Learn Math*. The *CMW* curriculum is designed to develop mathematical proficiency as defined by these reports, and continually interweaves understanding, computing, applying, reasoning, and engaging. *CMW* uses accessible algorithms, as discussed in the report. These are computational algorithms that have been demonstrated to be comprehensible by students and whose discussion in class can contribute to deeper understanding of place value and of computational methods. It also supports learning paths that help students move from initial slower, more concrete solution methods to general, rapid-enough methods.

Professor Fuson also wrote the introductory chapter for the National Research Council’s book for teachers based on its report *How People Learn*. This is available with the other mathematics chapters in paperback, alone, or in hardcover with the chapters on history and science.


E.


These articles describe central aspects of developing a Math Expressions classroom. The first NSF grant research work was primarily in urban Latino classrooms, but the later two NSF grants developed and tested the curricular approaches in a wide range of schools, including advantaged schools with many high-achieving students.

RESEARCH CONCERNING THE APPROACHES TO SPECIFIC TOPICS IN CMW

Learning in Kindergarten


These papers report aspects of the design of the Math Expressions Kindergarten program so that it can support ambitious international levels of conceptions of teen numbers as tens and ones, as well as embedded numbers that can support advanced addition and subtraction methods.
Powerful and general finger and mental methods for adding and subtracting numbers to 20


Fuson, K.C. “Teaching Children to Subtract by Counting Up.” Journal for Research in Mathematics Education 17:172–189. This paper was chosen as the best research article of 1986 by the Research Advisory Council of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.


This and related research on different ways in which children around the world use fingers for a developmental sequence of solution strategies, is woven into the Math Expressions program to support children’s natural ways of thinking, while moving them on to effective, rapid, and mathematically-general methods.
Place value concepts and multi-digit addition and subtraction methods


These research studies and related research describe issues and approaches that underlie the *Math Expressions* approach to leading students to understanding and fluency with place value concepts and multi-digit addition and subtraction algorithms.
Teaching word problems


These research studies and related research describe issues and approaches that underlie the Math Expressions approach to assisting students in solving ambitious international levels of word problems at all grade levels. The detailed Kindergarten through Grade 5 learning path for word problems in Math Expressions will be described in a forthcoming paper.

Multiplication and division


This outlines student strategies for learning single-digit multiplication and division. The CMW Grades 3, 4, and 5 have work in these areas based on this research.


These research studies and related research describe issues and approaches that underlie the *Math Expressions* approach to assisting students with initial single-digit multiplication and division concepts and fluency place value concepts, and then to understanding and fluency with multi-digit multiplication and division algorithms.

**Fractions, ratio, and proportion**


These research studies and related research describe issues and approaches that underlie the *Math Expressions* approach to leading students to understanding and fluency with fraction concepts and calculation, and with ambitious but accessible aspects of ratio and proportion.
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